
You are going to read a text about Pullman sleeping cars. Eight tasks will accompany 
the text. When you are through with all the eight, you will be able to read the 
complete article and answer three questions about it.  
An interactive exercise is available here: Pullman 

The Pullman Sleeping Car 

George Mortimer Pullman (1831–1897) — an American engineer and industrialist.  

He designed and manufactured the Pullman sleeping car 

and founded a company town, Pullman, for the workers 

who manufactured it. His Pullman Company also hired 

African-American men to staff the Pullman cars, who 

became known and widely respected as Pullman porters, 

providing elite service.  

TASK 1
Choose an appropriate adjective for each gap. 

  

The holiday season just started and, like many of you, I’ve already spent way too 

much time in __________ airports, __________ airplane seats, and __________, 

freezing train platforms. It wasn’t always like this. There was a time when we didn’t 

shove our faces with __________ fast food before elbowing our neighbor out of the 

way to get the last spot in the overhead bin or the only train seat that doesn’t have a 

__________ stain on it. __________ distance travel (for those who could afford it) 

used to be different, __________ even. Back when railroads began stitching the 

United States together, one name was synonymous with comfortable train travel: 

Pullman. 
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TASK 2
Choose the word which fits best logically. 

  

George Mortimer Pullman (1831–1897) made his 

name famous as the designer of the eponymous 

sleeping car, which made its debut in 1865. But 

sleeping cars had been around since the 1830s — 

so what made Pullman’s stand out? __________. 

The older 24-person sleeping cars left a lot to be 

desired and savvy designers leaped at the chance 

to improve long-distance train travel. George 

Pullman was a cabinet-maker, engineer, and 

building-mover who first made a name for himself 

in Chicago by raising buildings above flood levels 

after the city raised its streets and sewers. After a 

particularly uncomfortable train ride, Pullman got 

the idea for his next venture. 

TASK 3    
Choose the word which makes an idiom. 

  
 

In 1858, he worked with the Chicago and 

Alton Railroad Company to redesign and 

remodel two of their 44-foot-long 

passenger coaches. These prototype 

Pullmans were very basic and, though a  

slight improvement over existing stock, a 

__________ cry from the luxurious train 

cars that would come to define the Pullman 

brand: hinged seats transformed into lower berths, while iron upper berths were 

attached to the ceiling by ropes and pulleys; curtains provided a modicum of privacy; 

small toilet rooms bookended the passenger area. The cars were not a success. 

Pullman moved on to other ventures but was drawn back to the train industry four 

years later. This time, however, he tried a different tactic: creating luxury models.  
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TASK 4    
For each gap choose a phrase that fits. 
  
 

The Pioneer, as he dubbed his second design, was wider ____________________ and 

used trucks with rubberized springs to reduce bouncing and shaking. Thick curtains or 

silk shades covered the windows and chandeliers hung from the ceiling, 

____________________. The walls were covered in a rich dark walnut, the seating 

was covered in plush upholstery, ____________________. During the day, the 

sleeper looked like a regular, if especially lavish, passenger car, but during the night it 

transformed into a 2-story hotel on wheels. Seats were unfolded into lower sleeping 

berths, while upper berths, ____________________, folded out from it. Sheets and 

privacy partitions were installed by Pullman Porters to complete the effect. 

TASK 5    
Fill each gap with one of these words, changing their forms appropriately. 

  

After President Lincoln’s assassination the government elected to use the __________ 

Pullman car for the last leg of his funeral train. The publicity turned the Pullman 

sleeping car into an overnight success. The train that transported Lincoln was soon 

put into commercial service. And, of course, civilized travel came with a slightly 

steeper price tag. But in the 19th century, and even into the 20th, long-distance train 

travel was almost exclusively enjoyed by the __________ and the growing middle 

class. And though the Pullman Sleeper required a small __________ fare, a berth 

wasn't __________ for people who could afford to travel far enough to need one. 

TASK 6   
Fill each gap with a proper linking word. 

As the rail network grew, __________ (and, neither, so, also) did Pullman's empire. 

He rapidly expanded his enterprise and by 1867, he was running nearly 50 cars on 

three different railroads. He also developed some new designs: a hotel car, which was 

basically a Manhattan apartment on wheels, a parlor car, a dining car, and, perhaps 

most importantly, a train vestibule, __________ (but, which, to, who)  made it easy 
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to safely move from one train car to another. After losing a patent suit related to his 

folding berth design, Pullman bought all his rivals' patents to further solidify his 

empire __________ (and, because, to, however) the dark green pullman sleepers 

became ubiquitous on trains across the country. As decades passed, the designs 

became more ornate as Pullman's personal taste continued to shape Americans' idea 

of luxury — perhaps to a fault, as some women's magazines of the late 19th century 

objected to the ostentatious interiors as violations of good taste. 

TASK 7   
There is a word in this paragraph that shouldn't be there. What word is it?  

Unfortunately, bad taste isn't the only offense for which Pullman is remembered. The 

company has a long and complex relationship with African Americans. Though 

travelers favored the cars for their luxurious accommodations and services, the 

Pullman staff did not enjoy themselves comparable luxuries. And though the company 

was both praised and derided for the hiring of African Americans at a time when few 

jobs were available to them, advancement for the "Pullman Porters" was almost 

unheard of. What's more, they worked long hours, received low wages, and were 

often treated poorly by passengers. 

TASK 8   
Write the word which best fits each gap. 

Although Pullman eventually became a sort of power-mad baron of his railroad 

empire, __________ name is forever attached to unfair labor practices and a 

disastrous railroad strike, his contributions to the passenger train industry defined the 

way the nation traveled for nearly a century and continue __________ make holiday 

vacationers nostalgic for a time when long-distance travel could actually be an 

enjoyable experience. 

Now read the complete article and answer the questions. 
  

The Pullman Sleeping Car 

The holiday season just started and, like many of you, I’ve already spent way too 

much time in crowded airports, cramped airplane seats, and desolate, freezing train 

platforms. It wasn’t always like this. There was a time when we didn’t shove our faces 

with overpriced fast food before elbowing our neighbor out of the way to get the last 

spot in the overhead bin or the only train seat that doesn’t have a weird stain on it. 
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Long distance travel (for those who could afford it) used to be different, civilized even. 

Back when railroads began stitching the United States together, one name was 

synonymous with comfortable train travel: Pullman. 

George Mortimer Pullman (1831–1897) made his name famous as the designer of the 

eponymous sleeping car, which made its debut in 1865. But sleeping cars had been 

around since the 1830s — so what made Pullman’s stand out? Comfort. The older 24-

person sleeping cars left a lot to be desired and savvy designers leaped at the chance 

to improve long-distance train travel. George Pullman was a cabinet-maker, engineer, 

and building-mover who first made a name for himself in Chicago by raising buildings 

above flood levels after the city raised its streets and sewers. After a particularly 

uncomfortable train ride, Pullman got the idea for his next venture. 

In 1858, he worked with the Chicago and Alton Railroad Company to redesign and 

remodel two of their 44-foot-long passenger coaches. These prototype Pullmans were 

very basic and, though a slight improvement over existing stock, a far cry from the 

luxurious train cars that would come to define the Pullman brand: hinged seats 

transformed into lower berths, while iron upper berths were attached to the ceiling by 

ropes and pulleys; curtains provided a modicum of privacy; small toilet rooms 

bookended the passenger area. The cars were not a success. Pullman moved on to 

other ventures but was drawn back to the train industry four years later. This time, 

however, he tried a different tactic: creating luxury models. 

The Pioneer, as he dubbed his second design, was wider and taller than anything that 

came before and used trucks with rubberized springs to reduce bouncing and shaking. 

Thick curtains or silk shades covered the windows and chandeliers hung from the 

ceiling, which was painted with elaborate designs. The walls were covered in a rich 

dark walnut, the seating was covered in plush upholstery, and the fixtures were brass. 

During the day, the sleeper looked like a regular, if especially lavish, passenger car, 

but during the night it transformed into a 2-story hotel on wheels. Seats were 

unfolded into lower sleeping berths, while upper berths, instead of lowering from the 

ceiling on pulleys, folded out from it. Sheets and privacy partitions were installed by 

Pullman Porters to complete the effect. 

After President Lincoln’s assassination the government elected to use the luxurious 

Pullman car for the last leg of his funeral train. The publicity turned the Pullman 

sleeping car into an overnight success. The train that transported Lincoln was soon 

put into commercial service. And, of course, civilized travel came with a slightly 
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steeper price tag. But in the 19th century, and even into the 20th, long-distance train 

travel was almost exclusively enjoyed by the wealthy and the growing middle class. 

And though the Pullman Sleeper required a small additional fare, a berth wasn't 

unreasonable for people who could afford to travel far enough to need one. 

As the rail network grew, so did Pullman's empire. He rapidly expanded his enterprise 

and by 1867, he was running nearly 50 cars on three different railroads. He also 

developed some new designs: a hotel car, which was basically a Manhattan apartment 

on wheels, a parlor car, a dining car, and, perhaps most importantly, a train vestibule, 

which made it easy to safely move from one train car to another. After losing a patent 

suit related to his folding berth design, Pullman bought all his rivals' patents to further 

solidify his empire and the dark green pullman sleepers became ubiquitous on trains 

across the country. As decades passed, the designs became more ornate as Pullman's 

personal taste continued to shape Americans' idea of luxury — perhaps to a fault, as 

some women's magazines of the late 19th century objected to the ostentatious 

interiors as violations of good taste. 

Unfortunately, bad taste isn't the only offense for which Pullman is remembered. The 

company has a long and complex relationship with African Americans. Though 

travelers favored the cars for their luxurious accommodations and services, the 

Pullman staff did not enjoy comparable luxuries. And though the company was both 

praised and derided for the hiring of African Americans at a time when few jobs were 

available to them, advancement for the "Pullman Porters" was almost unheard of. 

What's more, they worked long hours, received low wages, and were often treated 

poorly by passengers. 

Although Pullman eventually became a sort of power-mad baron of his railroad 

empire, whose name is forever attached to unfair labor practices and a disastrous 

railroad strike, his contributions to the passenger train industry defined the way the 

nation traveled for nearly a century and continue to make holiday vacationers 

nostalgic for a time when long-distance travel could actually be an enjoyable 

experience. 

Questions: 

1.    What is the name "Pullman" associated with? 

2.    Was Pullman the first sleeping car ever invented? 

3.    Is George Pullman's reputation flawless? 
TASK 1
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The holiday season just started and, like many of you, I’ve already spent way too 
much time in crowded airports, cramped airplane seats, and desolate, freezing 
train platforms. It wasn’t always like this. There was a time when we didn’t shove our 
faces with overpriced fast food before elbowing our neighbor out of the way to get 
the last spot in the overhead bin or the only train seat that doesn’t have a weird stain 
on it. Long distance travel (for those who could afford it) used to be different, 
civilized even. Back when railroads began stitching the United States together, one 
name was synonymous with comfortable train travel: Pullman. 

TASK 2

Comfort. 

TASK 3

far 

TASK 4

The Pioneer, as he dubbed his second design, was wider and taller than anything 
that came before and used trucks with rubberized springs to reduce bouncing and 
shaking. Thick curtains or silk shades covered the windows and chandeliers hung from 
the ceiling, which was painted with elaborate designs. The walls were covered in 
a rich dark walnut, the seating was covered in plush upholstery, and the fixtures 
were brass. During the day, the sleeper looked like a regular, if especially lavish, 
passenger car, but during the night it transformed into a 2-story hotel on wheels. 
Seats were unfolded into lower sleeping berths, while upper berths, instead of 
lowering from the ceiling on pulleys, folded out from it. Sheets and privacy 
partitions were installed by Pullman Porters to complete the effect. 

TASK 5

After President Lincoln’s assassination the government elected to use the luxurious 
Pullman car for the last leg of his funeral train. The publicity turned the Pullman 
sleeping car into an overnight success. The train that transported Lincoln was soon 
put into commercial service. And, of course, civilized travel came with a slightly 
steeper price tag. But in the 19th century, and even into the 20th, long-distance train 
travel was almost exclusively enjoyed by the wealthy and the growing middle class. 
And though the Pullman Sleeper required a small additional fare, a berth wasn't 
unreasonable for people who could afford to travel far enough to need one. 

TASK 6

As the rail network grew, so did Pullman's empire. He rapidly expanded his enterprise 
and by 1867, he was running nearly 50 cars on three different railroads. He also 
developed some new designs: a hotel car, which was basically a Manhattan apartment 
on wheels, a parlor car, a dining car, and, perhaps most importantly, a train vestibule, 
which made it easy to safely move from one train car to another. After losing a patent 
suit related to his folding berth design, Pullman bought all his rivals' patents to further 
solidify his empire and the dark green pullman sleepers became ubiquitous on trains 
across the country. As decades passed, the designs became more ornate as Pullman's 
personal taste continued to shape Americans' idea of luxury — perhaps to a fault, as 
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some women's magazines of the late 19th century objected to the ostentatious 
interiors as violations of good taste. 

TASK 7

themselves 

TASK 8

Although Pullman eventually became a sort of power-mad baron of his railroad 
empire, whose name is forever attached to unfair labor practices and a disastrous 
railroad strike, his contributions to the passenger train industry defined the way the 
nation traveled for nearly a century and continue to make holiday vacationers 
nostalgic for a time when long-distance travel could actually be an enjoyable 
experience. 

Questions: 

1. What is the name "Pullman" associated with? — With luxurious and comfortable 
travel. 

2. Was Pullman the first sleeping car ever invented? — No, it wasn't. 
3. Is George Pullman's reputation flawless? — No, it wasn't. 

Source of the text: Traveling in Style and Comfort: The Pullman Sleeping Car (by 
Jimmy Stamp) 
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http://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/traveling-style-and-comfort-pullman-sleeping-car-180949300/#EQsSH5C3pmZ2Qskt.99

